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Abstract
We describe our submission to the Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge. The optimization method
we employ utilizes a simple and efficient penalty-based local-search algorithm, first developed by Helsgaun
to extend the LKH traveling salesman problem code to general vehicle-routing models. We further develop
his technique to handle combinations of routing constraints that are learned from an analysis of historical
data. On a target set of 1,107 training instances, our submitted code achieves a mean score of 0.01989 and a
median score of 0.00752. The simplicity of the method may make it suitable for applications where machine
learning can discover rules that are expected (or desired) in high-quality solutions.

1. Introduction
Routing in the Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge is at the level of an individual driver. The
data provide a list of stops a driver must visit to deliver packages on a given day, together with point-to-point
travel times. The travel times are asymmetric, that is, the time to travel from stop x to stop y may not be
the same as the time to travel from y back to x. The task of finding the quickest route for the driver is an
instance of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP).
Direct optimization of routes is not the focus of the challenge, however. Teams are asked to match,
as best they can, the sequences of stops in actual routes driven by van drivers, who may have taken into
consideration warehouse operations, current road conditions, types and sizes of packages to be delivered,
and other factors. In machine-learning fashion, models and algorithms developed with the help of provided
training data are evaluated by their performance on an additional large set of routes that are kept hidden
from competing teams.

1.1. Initial scores
As a first step towards a solution procedure, we consider optimal tours for the ATSP instances. The
Concorde code (Applegate et al. (2006)) solves symmetric instances of the TSP, so we applied a standard
transformation of the ATSP to the TSP, splitting each stop into a pair of nodes, one for incoming edges and
the other for outgoing edges. The TSP instances thus obtained were solved with Concorde in an average of
142 seconds of computation time on a single core of a linux workstation, equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold
6238 CPU @ 2.10GHz processor. This is not an efficient way to solve instances of the ATSP, but it allowed
us to easily obtain optimal tours for the set of 1,107 High+Delivered training instances (those with driver
routes that are classified as ‘High’ quality and have no undelivered packages; the target class for the final
competition).
Solution Set

Mean Travel Time

Score

Driver Tours

12250.0 sec

0.0

ATSP Tours

10853.3 sec

0.07030

The driver tours are on average 12.9% longer than routes that minimize travel time.
The optimal ATSP tours achieved a competition score of 0.07030. The score of a tour is a measure of its
similarity with the corresponding driver tour. Details of the score computation can be found at the challenge
GitHub site https://github.com/MIT-CAVE/rc-cli/tree/main/scoring. A lower score indicates a better
match, the driver tour itself scoring a perfect 0.0.
The ATSP tours are only a weak approximation of the driver sequences. For example, the tour order
does not reflect any conditions related to the warehouse operation or to the driver’s storage of packages in
the van he/she will be using that day. Regarding this, the training data provide a zone ID for each stop,
indicating a possible clustering of the route’s stops in a tour.
There are an average of 20 distinct zones represented in each of the High+Delivered routes, giving an
average of approximately 7 stops per zone. The zones partition the set of nodes in the ATSP instance, where
we create a special zone containing only the delivery station. (In cases where a stop in the training data
does not have a zone ID, we assign to it the ID of the closest stop (in Euclidean distance) associated with
the same station.) It is not difficult to modify an ATSP instance to force the stops in each of these zones to
appear consecutively in any optimal tour. This can be achieved by adding a large constant M to the travel
time of any edge joining stops in distinct zones. With this modification, we again used the ATSP to TSP
transformation and solved the resulting instances with Concorde.
Solution Set

Mean Travel Time

Score

Clustered-ATSP Tours

11235.2 sec

0.04866

The optimal clustered-ATSP tours obtained were 3.5% longer than the tours without the cluster restrictions,
but they reduced the similarity score to 0.04866.
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1.2. Precedence constraints, tour neighbors, and super clusters
We view the clustered instances as the starting point for the Last Mile Challenge. Our research program
aimed to obtain properties of driver tours that could restrict the clustered-ATSP instances to achieve a
better match with the choices made by the driver and by the warehouse operators. The restrictions are
obtained from analysis of the routes in the training data, making direct use of the zone-to-zone sequences in
the driver tours, as well as the zone ID patterns these sequences create.
All new restrictions we consider are at the inter-zone level, while maintaining the clustering of stops
within each zone. A natural constraint is to force a precedence between a pair of zones (a, b) as they appear
in a tour, that is, if we let visit(x) denote the position of zone x in the tour (with the delivery-station zone
having position 0), then a precedence constraint for (a, b) requires visit(a) < visit(b). A path constraint for
(a, b) is the stronger restriction that zone a immediately precedes zone b in the tour, that is, visit(a) =
visit(b) − 1. We also consider neighbor constraints, requiring that zone a is either immediately before or
immediately after zone b in the tour, that is, |visit(a) − visit(b)| = 1. Furthermore, we permit in our models
logical combinations of these three types of constraints; particularly useful are binary disjunctions, stating
that for two specified constraints (A, B), a solution tour must satisfy either A or B.
Together with constraints involving pairs of zones, we also create super clusters, forming a partition of
the zone clusters, and super-super clusters, forming a partition of the super clusters. This hierarchy allows
us to create precedence, path, and neighbor constraints for pairs of super clusters and pairs of super-super
clusters, further guiding the algorithm-produced tours towards sequences followed by actual drivers.
1.3. Optimization engine
Super clusters, super-super clusters, and neighbor constraints (at all levels of the hierarchy) can be
incorporated into an ATSP model by modifying travel costs, as we described in the clustered-ATSP case.
The inclusion of precedence constraints, path constraints, and logical disjunctions make such a transformation
much more difficult. We therefore do not rely on an ATSP solver in our work, developing instead a penaltybased local-search heuristic that can handle multi-level clustering and logical combinations of our three types
of constraints. The new heuristic optimizer allows us to compute high-quality tours in computation time
well under the limit set in the final competition.

2. Literature Review
The local-search paradigm is simple: starting with any candidate solution to a problem, repeatedly look
for small alterations that can possibly lead to a better solution. The idea dates back to work on the TSP,
starting with the 2-opt heuristic by Flood (1956), that was quickly extended to 3-opt by Bock (1958) and
Croes (1958), and later to a variable k-opt algorithm by Lin & Kernighan (1973). Extensions of the basic
paradigm are discussed in surveys by Lourenço et al. (2003) (iterated local search), Hoos & Stützle (2005)
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(stochastic local search), and Alsheddy et al. (2018) (guided local search), and in the book Aarts & Lenstra
(2003), covering a range of applications in discrete optimization.
Of particular interest in our work is the use of local search in the area of constraint programming,
where penalties are used to guide the heuristic towards feasible solutions; see Hoos & Tsang (2006) for
a survey. Ideas from this constraint-programming work were adopted to handle time-window-constrained
routing problems in López-Ibáñez & Blum (2010) and Nagata et al. (2010).
Helsgaun (2017) incorporated penalty-based search into his LKH-3 code for vehicle-routing models,
greatly extending the reach of his well-known TSP code LKH (Helsgaun (2000)). We use in our work
the simple and efficient method deployed in LKH-3, to measure simultaneously the length of the route and
the penalties incurred when constraints are violated.

3. Methodology
Our approach adopts modest machine-learning techniques, but combines this with a powerful heuristic
optimization method to exploit the discovered properties of driver routes.
3.1. LKH-AMZ
The tour-finding heuristic is called LKH-AMZ, acknowledging its origins in the LKH-3 code. LKH-AMZ
streamlines LKH-3 by implementing a restricted set of k-opt moves, suitable for the short computation times
called for in the Last Mile Challenge. At the same time, LKH-AMZ expands the family of constraints that
can be handled, giving us great flexibility in adopting rules that are learned from training routes.
3.1.1. Penalizing constraint violations
LKH-AMZ treats the initial zone-clustering restrictions as hard constraints, adopting the travel-cost
transformation described in Section 1.1. The remaining restrictions are treated as soft constraints, handled
by penalizing any violations.
Cluster, super-cluster, and super-super-cluster penalties are evaluated with a simple O(n) mechanism
that loops through the stops in tour order, counting the numbers ec , esc , and essc of tour edges entering
different clusters, super clusters and super-super clusters, respectively. If we have kc clusters, ksc super
clusters, and kssc super-super clusters, then the assigned penalties are 10 ∗ (ec − kc ), 10 ∗ (esc − ksc ) and
10 ∗ (essc − kssc ), respectively. Note that cluster penalties are not strictly necessary, since they are handled
by the cost transformation.
The precedence, path, and neighbor constraints are evaluated by examining the tour positions of the
constrained pairs of clusters, super clusters, and super-super clusters. It is possible to set the penalties
at different values for individual pairs, but to avoid over-fitting we adopt only two penalty levels. Clusterprecedence constraints and cluster-neighbor constraints receive a penalty of 1 when violated, and cluster-path
constraints and all super-cluster and super-super-cluster constraints receive the penalty 1000.
Disjunctions of constraints are evaluated as the minimum penalty of each pair in the disjunction.
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Figure 1: Special 3-opt move.

3.1.2. Tour representation
We make use of the standard ATSP to TSP transformation (see Jonker & Volgenant (1983)). With each
node i of the original problem there is associated a dummy node i + n and a fixed edge (i, i + n) having
travel cost 0. LKH-AMZ organizes its tours so that every original node follows its dummy node in the
tour orientation. A two-level list data structure (see Fredman et al. (1995)) is used to represent the tour,
supporting fast k-opt operations.
3.1.3. Special 3-opt, 4-opt moves
We say a tour T 0 improves a tour T if at least one of its penalty or length is strictly less than that of
T and neither of these values has increased. Given a tour T , and a non-fixed edge (t1 , t2 ), the function
SpecialMove attempts to find a 3-opt or 4-opt move that improves T .
Since every original node must follow its dummy node in the tour, a move is not allowed to reverse any
segment of the tour. This leaves only two possible 3-opt and 4-opt moves.
Figure 1a shows the choice of nodes t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , and t6 for a 3-opt move. Note that node t5 must
lie between t2 and t3 in the tour’s orientation. Figure 1b shows the result of the move. Observe that no
segments have been reversed.
Figure 2a shows the choice of nodes t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 , and t8 for a 4-opt move. Note that again t5
must lie between t2 and t3 , and t7 must be between t4 and t1 . The resulting move is displayed in Figure
2b. To keep the time complexity low, only four possible combinations of (t5 , t6 ) and (t7 , t8 ) are tried (those
nearest to t1 , t2 and t3 , t4 , respectively).
After a move T ⇒ T 0 has been made, it is tested whether T 0 improves T . In that case, the current tour
T is set to T 0 . Otherwise, the move is retracted.
3.1.4. Candidate edges
LKH-AMZ restricts the search for moves by means of candidate edges. These are the edges that are
considered for possible inclusion in the tour. To reduce the number of such edges, an edge-elimination
procedure based on minimum spanning trees and subgradient optimization is applied (Helsgaun (2000)).
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Figure 2: Special 4-opt move.

The candidate edge set is further sparsified by eliminating those edges whose inclusion would violate any
neighbor constraints. This latter step both speeds up the search for moves and guides the search towards
solutions satisfying the constraints.
3.1.5. Iterated local search
A trial in LKH-AMZ is a sequence of 3-opt and 4-opt moves found by SpecialMove, where the search for
these moves is terminated according to rules that trade off the speed of the computation with the likelihood
of finding further improvements. (See Applegate et al. (2006) for a detailed discussion in the context of the
pure TSP.) In each run of the code, n trials are executed, where n is the number of nodes in the input data.
The trials are organized as an iterated local search. The idea is to allow the code to quickly sample local
minima in the neighborhood of the best tour T ∗ that has been found thus far. The initial trial begins with a
pseudo-random tour. In each subsequent trial, the current T ∗ is “kicked” by performing a 4-opt move of the
type indicated in Figure 2; the 4-opt kick is selected using the Rohe long-edge rule with a 50-step random
walk, as described in Applegate et al. (2003). The kicked tour is re-optimized via a sequence of calls to
SpecialMove. If this search produces a tour T that improves T ∗ , then we replace T ∗ by T .
3.1.6. Multiple runs
Until a specified time limit is reached, we carry out multiple runs of the full iterated local search. Each
run is initiated with a pseudo-random tour. We evaluate the resulting tour T by the function v(T ) =
P enaltyM ultiplier ∗ P enalty(T ) + Cost(T ), and record T as a new best tour if v(T ) is less than the v(·)
value of our current best tour. The role of the scaling factor P enaltyM ultiplier is to allow us to have both
the penalty and cost of the tour play a role in the decision to accept the result of the run; it is set to 1500
in our tests, bringing the typical scaled P enalty(T ) to a value comparable to Cost(T ).
3.2. Zone precedence constraints from training data
To predict the order in which a driver traverses the zones in a new routing instance r, we compute a
reference route q ? from the training instances. We choose q ? among all routes that start at the station of r,
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sharing the maximum (scaled) number of common zones with r. As we favor reference routes with a ‘High’
route score, we scale the number of common zones by a factor 2/1.5/1 for ‘High’/‘Medium’/‘Low’ scored
routes. We then extract zone-order constraints based on q ? as follows.
During the model-build phase we compute a zone graph for every route. It contains a vertex for every
visited zone and an edge (a, b) if the driver served a package in zone a immediately before a package in
zone b. Contracting all its strongly connected components yields the component path. Its vertices consist of
strongly connected components of zones. (See Tarjan (1972).)
In the apply phase, we create a precedence constraint visit(a) < visit(b) for each pair (a, b) of zones whose
strongly connected components A 3 a and B 3 b are joined by an edge (A, B) in the component path of the
reference route.
Adding precedence constraints to the Clustered-ATSP instances reduces the score from 0.04866 to
0.03414, where the tours are obtained by running LKH-AMZ for 10 seconds per instance.
Alternatively, we use the transitive closure of all such precedence constraints. This reduces the score to
0.03157. However, in combination with constraints from Section 3.3, non-transitive constraints gave better
results on average.
We also tried to extract zone-order constraints from multiple reference routes, but did not find a model
that improves the single reference route approach.
3.3. Cluster rules from zone IDs
The zone IDs assigned to stops have the form Γ-x.y∆, where Γ and ∆ are capital letters and x and y
are integers. In Table 1 we list these IDs in the order they appear in the driver tours for each of the first
four High+Delivered routes. The lists have patterns, suggesting drivers are following higher-level clusters
created by transitions in the four components of the zone IDs. In our build phase, we create such a clustering
by selecting a subset S of the symbols {Γ, x, y, ∆} and grouping all zone IDs that have matching values in
the S positions. Super clusters are determined by a selection S of three symbols, super-super clusters are
determined by a selection T ⊂ S of two symbols, and a top-level clustering is determined by U ⊂ T having
a single symbol. For example, setting S = {Γ, x, ∆}, T = {Γ, x}, and U = {Γ} gives for route amz0002
from Table 1 the super clusters {A-2.2E, A-2.1E}, {A-2.1D, A-2.2D, A-2.3D}, {A-2.3C, A-2.2C, A-2.1C},
{A-2.1B, A-2.2B} and a single super-super cluster consisting of all of the zones. In our submission, the
choices of S, T , and U are made in a build-phase computation, minimizing the number of times the training
tours cross the components of the partitions of zones at each clustering level.
Adding these super clusters and super-super clusters to our test instances improves the score to 0.02347
with 10-second runs of LKH-AMZ. Going further with the analysis, within each super cluster C we sort by
zone ID the clusters contained in C, and add neighbor constraints for each adjacent pair of clusters in the
sorted order. These constraints put the clusters within a super cluster in either sorted or reverse sorted order.
To attempt to force our tours to match the driver’s choice between these two orderings, for neighboring pairs
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Table 1: Sequences of zone IDs in driver tours

amz0002
Station
A-2.2E
A-2.1E
A-2.1D
A-2.2D
A-2.3D
A-2.3C
A-2.2C
A-2.1C
A-2.1B
A-2.2B

amz0003
Station
B-11.1G
B-11.1H
B-11.2H
B-12.1G
B-12.3G
B-12.2G
B-12.3G
B-12.1H
B-12.2H
B-12.3H
B-12.3J
B-12.2J
B-12.1J
B-11.1J
B-11.2J
B-11.3J
B-11.3H
B-11.3J
B-11.2G

amz0012
Station
A-2.1E
A-2.2D
A-2.3D
A-2.3C
A-2.2C
A-2.1D
A-2.1C
A-2.1B
A-3.2A
A-2.1A
A-2.2B
A-2.3B
A-2.3A
A-3.1A
A-2.2A
A-2.3A

amz0019
Station
M-10.3D
M-10.3C
M-10.2C
M-10.1C
M-10.1B
M-10.2B
M-10.3B
M-10.3A
M-10.2A
M-10.1A
M-10.2A
P-10.1A
P-10.2A
P-10.3A
P-10.3B
P-10.2B
P-10.1B
P-10.1C
P-10.2C
P-10.3C
P-10.3D

of super clusters (C, D) we possibly add zone-level neighbor constraints for pairs of zones (c, d), with c being
either the first or last zone in the sorted order for C and d being either the first or last zone in the sorted order
for D. The neighbor constraint (c, d) is added if these zones have matching values for the unique symbol u
in {Γ, x, y, ∆} \ S. If there are two such pairs of zones for (C, D), then we create a disjunction for the pair
of neighbor constraints. Corresponding constraints are also added for sorted orders of super clusters within
super-super clusters, and for sorted orders of super-super clusters within each top-level cluster. Adding the
entire collection of new constraints leads to a score of 0.02146.
To complement the constraints created with zone ID patterns, we also add super-cluster path constraints
derived from the set of training routes. Here we follow the idea from our work on cluster-level precedence.
For a routing instance r, we find a reference route q ? having the greatest number of super clusters in common
with r. We add a path constraint for pairs of super clusters (C, D), such that C and D appear in both r
and q ? , the clusters C and D are each entered exactly twice in q ? , and C and D appear consecutively in q ? .
These additional constraints improve the score to 0.02030 and we adopt them in our default code.
As an alternative, it is possible to add a super-cluster precedence constraint for (C, D) rather than a
path constraint, but this gives the slightly worse score of 0.02079.
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3.4. Merging families of tours
LKH-AMZ is designed to very quickly find good tours satisfying all or most of the specified constraints.
Indeed, it is not always productive to increase the LKH-AMZ time limit.
LKH-AMZ Time per Route

10 sec

20 sec

30 sec

40 sec

50 sec

60 sec

Score

0.02030

0.02001

0.01997

0.01997

0.02003

0.02002

We instead use a portion of the computation time to run LKH-AMZ on an alternate set of constraints and
then merge the two collections of tours. To merge, we compute the travel times td and ta for a route’s default
and alternate tours, then select the default if td ≤ M ergeF actor ∗ ta , and otherwise select the alternate.
Setting M ergeF actor = 1.01 allows us to replace outlier tours in our collection.
In our submission, the alternate set of constraints is obtained from the default set by selecting instead
the transitive-closure precedence constraints in Section 3.2 and the super-cluster precedence constraints in
Section 3.3; we allocate twice as much running time for the default constraints.
Time per Route

Default

Alternate

Merged

10 sec + 5 sec

0.02030

0.02176

0.02009

20 sec + 10 sec

0.02001

0.02116

0.01989

40 sec + 20 sec

0.01997

0.02113

0.01989

3.5. Computer implementation
The LKH-AMZ heuristic solver, written in the C programming language, consists of approximately 5,300
lines of code. Python scripts, totaling 2,600 lines, are used for analyzing zone information, extracting
constraints, and visualizing tours. An additional 500 lines of C implement an internal scoring function, 300
lines of shell scripts control the LKH-AMZ solver and execute the merge routine, and 100 lines of scripts
control the build and apply phases of the submission to the challenge. All codes and scripts are available
under the MIT License at https://github.com/heldstephan/jpt-amz.

4. Results and Conclusions
Codes submitted to the Last Mile Challenge are evaluated on a set of 3,050 routes, running on an AWS
EC2 m5.4xlarge server and a time limit of 12 hours for the build phase and 4 hours for the apply phase.
The m5 server has an 8-core processor and supports 16 virtual cores. The results presented above were
carried out on a linux server equipped with two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU @ 2.30GHz processors,
supporting a total of 64 virtual cores. The two machines have roughly similar singe-core performance.
Our build-phase analysis completes in under 5 minutes on a singe core of the linux server, so well within
the competition time limit. To accommodate the 20s+10s merge runs in the 4-hour apply-phase limit, we
execute in parallel the LKH-AMZ runs on individual routes. Using 64 threads on the linux server, the total
wall-clock computation time for the 20s+10s merge was 617 seconds.
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Figure 3: Histogram of scores for the 1,107 High+Delivered instances.

The model apply script in our submitted code determines the amount of time to allocate to LKH-AMZ
after the constrained ATSP instances are created, aiming for a total run time of 3.5 hours using 16 threads.
In a test on an AWS EC2 m5.4xlarge server using 3,050 routes, the code adopted a 41s+20s merge.
4.1. Distribution of scores
We have thus far reported only the mean value of the 1,107 individual tour scores for the High+Delivered
routes, which is the measure used to rank the submissions in the Last Mile Challenge. More detail can be
seen in the histogram of the scores given in Figure 3. The mean score is greatly impacted by a small number
of poor results. Indeed, the median score of 0.00752 is well under the 0.01989 mean.
4.2. Final remarks
• We were not successful in learning useful constraints for individual stops, due in part to the sparse
coverage of the training routes when observed at the stop level. We expect that more sophisticated
learning approaches developed by other teams could be combined with our optimization engine.
• LKH-AMZ can very quickly, in a small number of seconds, obtain low travel-time tours that achieve
good competition scores. This speed may make the code suitable for real-time optimization, where
updated travel times could be uploaded and a new tour computed.
• LKH-AMZ is set to handle time-window constraints, but we did not utilize this in our submission. We
found that the small number of such constraints did not impact the scores we obtained.
• The choices for P enaltyM ultiplier and M ergeF actor can be learned in the build phase, but given the
single trial permitted in the final evaluation, we chose the conservative approach of setting their values
to 1.01 and 1500 respectively, the midpoints of the [1.00,1.02] and [1000,2000] ranges we observed as
acceptable values in our study. A trial run of a build script on an AWS server, covering a random
sample of 1,000 of the High+Delivered training instances, selected P enaltyM ultiplier = 1250 and
M ergeF actor = 1.016, but with only a slight score improvement over the default midpoint values.
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